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MaaS Platform

You and I
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data science

today tomorrow



distributed ledger technologies

dis-intermediated

distributed

disruptive

trust frameworks

-- where –

data speaks to data

sometimes transacts automatically



you and I

meshy-y MaaS



building meshy-y MaaS

who?
digital ID

what?
open, standard and mandatory API-served data (e.g. APDS)

where?
common open data syntax for spatial representation (e.g. sharedstreets.io)



(re) framing



public : individual



do I own it? : am I just using it?



agent-based (dispatcher, clients, vehicle), geospatial networks, 

synthetic trip population, non-dynamic effects, lexigraphical mode 

choice (locally calibrated choice model), 4 (5) modes.

high-capacity public transport on-demand taxi-bus door-to-door shared taxis

cycling/walking



car fleet

-93% -96%-97% -97%



eliminate
all on-street parking



+20%
kerb-to-kerb street space



Urban Mobility: System Upgrade What we did What we foundWhy

-80%
off-street parking











-48% to -51% 
vehicle kilometres 24hr

Whole Lisbon Metro Area Outside center



CO2 emissions

-54% -34%-31% -62%





public transport 

+681% +30%+54% +47%
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30mn access to jobs
Taxi-Bus, Walk, Tram, Metro, Rail



access

+254% +111%+183% +589%
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parking city     pick-up/drop-off city 















curbs as flexible, dynamic, 

self-adjusting spaces



the curb: vehicle storage



Taxi/ride serviceGoods delivery Goods delivery
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High-capacity public transportGoods delivery

Services 

Bike share
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Automated transitRide services

Food truck Market
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Taxi/ride serviceRide servicesBike share Automated/on-demand transit

Dining/leisure use

the curb: flexible use zone



code the curb









www.sharedstreets.io



general mobility feed specification

….

general public space use feed 

specification 



make room for public transport, ride services and 

freight delivery at the curb where (and when)  this 

aligns with strategic priorities







make room for new uses and users when 

this aligns with policy objectives







anticipate revenue impacts of shifting 

from parking to pick-up and drop-off





“curb-kiss” pricing to manage demand



algorithmic governance and 

</regulatory code>





future obsolescence

pivot-culture

open vs. closed ecosystems
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